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RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
The research evidence and implications for Scotland
Joanna Shapland

THE KEY ELEMENT of restorative justice is that it brings
into communication, in a safe way, those who have been
affected by a criminal offence. Perhaps the most well-known
definition is that of Marshall (1999: 5): ‘Restorative justice
is a process whereby all parties with a stake in a particular
offence come together to resolve collectively how to deal
with the aftermath of the offence and its implications for
the future’. Intrinsic to that definition are some of the core
values for restorative justice: it is inclusive (both the person
who has harmed (offender) and the person who has been
harmed (victim(s)) should be involved, with a trained mediator/
facilitator and, often, their supporters) and it is voluntary (both
offender and victim must agree). These core values mean
that restorative justice cannot be used unless the offender is
prepared to admit responsibility for the offence and cannot
take the place of a trial for a criminal offence. The aim of this
article is to explore the evidence from research and evaluation
as to the effects of restorative justice and to indicate what the
implications might be for Scotland.
The core values and principles of restorative justice also
need to be distinguished from other restorative practices,
which may have as outcomes restoration to the community or
enabling the offender to understand the effects of the offence
on the victim, but do not involve two-way communication
between offender and victim for the same offence. So other,
often very worthwhile, restorative practices such as community
service/unpaid work or victim awareness programmes do not
constitute restorative justice, because they do not involve that
two way communication in which the victim can ask questions
(Why me? What did you do with what you stole?) and the
offender can respond and, where he or she wishes to do so,
apologise.
Restorative justice thus involves, intrinsically, at least the
offender, the victim, and a mediator/facilitator to ensure
the parties’ safety. However, there are different processes
which have developed around the world to produce that safe
communication between offender and victim and to meet
victims’ needs (see Shapland et al. 2011). There is VictimOffender Mediation (VOM), common in mainland Europe
and also in the UK (which may involve only discussion about
the offence and its effects but not potential future action
or outcome agreements). There is conferencing, normally
involving outcome agreements, which may include in the
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discussion supporters of the victim and offender invited by
them (relatives, close friends, work colleagues, key workers) and
representatives from the community.
There are also models which have a larger role for
community members, such as youth panels or sentencing
circles and, on the largest stage, there are, in relation to
previous conflicts, Truth and Reconciliation Commissions,
of which the most famous is that held in South Africa. Most
countries have tended to start by setting up restorative justice
in relation to young offenders, and to deal with relatively minor
offences. That may be why Scotland has been relatively slow
to embrace restorative justice: the children’s hearings and EEI
(early and effective intervention) initiatives for young offenders
have tended not to include much restorative justice, though
there is no intrinsic reason why they should not and indeed, if
they were to, they might be more able to meet victim needs, as
well as still being in the best interests of the young person. The
research evidence though tends to show that restorative justice
is as or more effective with more serious offences and indeed
with adult offenders.

Systematic reviews of results
worldwide have found that there is
good evidence that both conferencing
and mediation reduce reoffending
Restorative justice will always have more than one aim and
so more than one target to meet in its processes and outcomes.
The processes need to be fair, to encourage communication
between the parties, and to ensure that each participant feels
they can communicate and say what they need to say. That
implies that facilitators need to be well-trained and participants
properly prepared: we need clear guidance on good practice.
If available, though, do people actually want to undertake
this in relation to a criminal offence? The evidence is that, if it is
offered, they do. In our evaluation of three schemes which ran
in different parts of England and at different stages of criminal
justice (pre-release from custody, during community justice
sentences, pre-sentence and as diversion from prosecution,
with both adult and young offenders), a sizeable proportion
of those victims who were offered restorative justice said they
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wanted to take part - between 36% and 83%, depending on
the time since the offence and its nature (Shapland et al. 2011).
Moreover, delivered as mediation or conferencing with well
trained facilitators, the restorative justice events ran smoothly,
even though many of these were for serious violence, robbery
or burglary. The conferencing process, with victim and offender
supporters present, which aimed for there to be an outcome
agreement as to what should happen to improve matters,
showed that outcome agreements were made in over 98% of
cases.
How should we evaluate restorative justice outcomes? By
seeing whether it meets victim needs and whether it enables
offenders to reduce their offending and start to turn their
lives around. Both victims and offenders, in our evaluation
of over 800 cases, were really satisfied with the process and
with the outcome agreements made in conferencing. Victims
appreciated the offender meeting them, answering questions
and (which often happened) the opportunity to receive an
apology, which is not normally possible in criminal justice
processes. Victims did not want direct reparation from the
offender (money or work for them) but they did want the
offender to try to turn his or her life around by taking definite
steps to, for example, improve education, qualifications or
resolve problems (such as substance abuse). Victims found the
process produced more closure for them, with victims of more
serious offences finding restorative justice even more helpful
than those victimised by less serious offences.

Though it is a changing scene,
restorative justice in Scotland is far less
developed than it is in England or in
Northern Ireland or in mainland Europe
Did restorative justice reduce offending? Our own
evaluation, funded by the Ministry of Justice in England, found
conferencing significantly reduced the frequency of offending.
Systematic reviews of results worldwide have found that there
is good evidence that both conferencing and mediation reduce
reoffending (College of Policing, 2015). How did this occur?
Because restorative justice enabled offenders to apologise and
so ‘sort unfinished business’ in relation to that offence, and then
be enabled to move on and try to change their lives, through
the individualised plan put in place by the outcome agreement.
Where are we at with restorative justice in Scotland? The
challenges of developing restorative justice anywhere are to
ensure it is available at all stages of criminal justice (from police
action to during sentence), that it is of good quality, that both
members of the public who might participate and criminal
justice practitioners are aware of the possibility of undertaking
it (so it does not come as a surprise when it is offered), and
to enable good referral paths to providers (whether those
providers are trained practitioners from within the statutory
sector, such as the police or community justice personnel, or
specialised voluntary sector agencies). These remain challenges
everywhere.
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Though it is a changing scene, restorative justice in
Scotland is far less developed than it is in England or in
Northern Ireland or in mainland Europe (or further afield,
such as Australia, New Zealand, Canada or the US). Its
availability is patchy and knowledge about it is scanty.
This does not benefit victims or offenders in Scotland.
Participation must always be voluntary, but restorative
justice needs to be available to be taken up. The mapping
events held by the Restorative Justice Forum (Scotland)
indicate that:
 there is some availability through the police as
diversion from prosecution for minor offences;
 there is no specific diversionary power for fiscals;
 the funding provision in relation to children’s hearings
was cut so use has significantly diminished though
there is still interest;
 the Scottish Government Youth Offending Strategy
2015 encourages the use of restorative approaches but
they are not well developed;
 there is only patchy provision in community justice;
 there is some voluntary sector provision but again
more so in some geographical areas than others;
 and there is little use of direct restorative justice in the
custodial estate.
However, all is not negative. It is expected that there
will be statutory guidance for good practice from the
Scottish Government this year, which will help provision
to meet and exceed the good practice developed in
international instruments and other countries. There is
also developing awareness of the potential for restorative
justice at different stages of criminal justice through
the Restorative Justice Forum (Scotland), which has also
created a practitioners’ forum to create opportunities for
facilitators from different agencies and sectors to meet
together and develop their own practice.
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Foundation Skills
in Restorative Practices
Intensive Course
Course leader:

Tim Chapman
(University of Ulster; Chair, European
Forum for Restorative Justice).

“This is, in my opinion, one of the best and
most serious and comprehensive course there
is for Restorative Justice Practitioners in Europe,
if not the world, today.”
Dr Estelle Zinsstag, Senior Researcher, University (K.U.) Leuven, Belgium

5-9 June 2017

“The course was great! I really enjoyed the
creative culture of learning. It has been a really
worthwhile experience.”

University of Strathclyde
https://goo.gl/delDy0

Ella Brown, Criminal Justice Social Worker, North Lanarkshire

“I consider Tim Chapman to be the best
educator in his field and cannot recommend
him highly enough.”
Martina Jordan Restorative Practitioner & Trainer

PUBLIC DIALOGUES ON
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
20 April 2017

Edinburgh

RJ and desistance

15 June 2017

Glasgow

RJ and homicide

October (tbc)

Day conferences

Further events to be announced.
www.scottishinsight.ac.uk/Programmes/Learningfromotherplaces/RestorativeJustice.aspx
To join the Restorative Justice Forum (Scotland) or be
added to the mailing list, contact rsuszko@sacro.org.uk
@RJinScot #RJinScotland

